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1. Introduction 

Many combinatorial search problems consist of 
finding values for a set of variables ( x 1, x2, . . . , x, ), 
where each variable has a known set of possible values 
and where the solution has to satisfy a set of con- 
straints. 

To solve such a problem, traditional backtracking 
is a simple method which is very economical in space. 
It enumerates all tuples in some order and looks 
whether they satisfy the constraints. For example, in 
a problem with three variables, each ranging over the 
set { 1,2,3}, the backtracker can enumerate the 
tuples in lexical order: ( 1, 1, 0, ( 1, 1,2), ( 1, 1,3), 
( 1,2, 1 ), . . . . (3,3,3X Some improvements to this 
approach are straightforward: 

- Verifying a constraint as soon as the necessary 
assignments are done. E.g. a constraint over the vari- 
ables x1 and x2 can be verified before assigning x3. 

- When only the first m variables are responsible 
for a conflict, then the next tuple to be considered is 
composed from the lptical Buccessor of the subset 
(x 1, . . . . x,,, > and the first values of the variables x,+~, 
.=“, x,, e.g. when the tuple ( 1,2,2) is rejected due to 
the values xr + 1 and x2 + 2, then the next tuple to 
be considered is ( 1,3. 1). 

However, due to the total order imposed on the 
variables, important drawbacks persist: 

- Even when the algorithm observes that the 
rejection of the tuple ( 1, 1,2) is solely due to the 
assignment x3 + 2, it will consider the tuples ( 1) 2,2 ), 
( 1,3,2), . . . . 
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- This is also true for larger subsets, e.g. although 
the rejection of ( 1, 1,2) is only due to x1 and x3, 
alsothe tuples(l,2,2)and(l,3,2Wllbecon- 
sidered. 

Mackworth -[6] has developed preprocessing tech- 
niques which transform the problem formulation into 
an equivalent one with a better backtracking behaviour. 
His method looks for the parts of the formulation 
which have the potential of yielding a disappointing 
behaviour. He replaces those parts by more refmed 
ones (tuning the range of the variables and the con- 
straints). Freuder [S] has extended this idea and looks 
for complexer potential difficulties. Eventually (when 
pursued long enough) he reduces the problem to an 
equivalent one with a trivial set of solutions. As the 
complexity of the potential difficulties increases, it 
becomes harder (more time and space) to detect them. 
Also, when the problem has a sharp formulation 
which avoids simple dif&ulties for the backtracking, 
the effort to de&t such difficulties is wasted. 

A method as Freuder’s computes all solutions in 
parallel at the expense of a huge amount cif additional 
space. The method proposed in this paper improves 
the backtracking behaviour at the cost of a modest 
increase in space. It analyses the occurring conflicts 
and takes the appropriate actions to delay their reap= 
pearance as far as possible. It searches opportunistic 
for a first solution. 

To some extend, our method is a very simple ver- 
sion of Doyle’s ‘truth maintenance’ [a]. However, the 
complexity of the computations’and the required 
space are much smaller. 
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2. Method: a partial order over the variables 

The problem statement consists of a set of genera- 
fork G(%) generating the possible values for xi and a 
set of constraints C(Xi,l, . . . . Xi,m) (m 3 1) probably 
defined by an enumeration of the tuples satisfying the 
constraint. Generators and constraints are either in 
the state executed (a variable assigned - the constraint 
verified) or in the state unexecuted. The additional 
space we need is concerned with the generators. For 
each generator, its possible values are in one of the 
following states: 

- Current (none if the generator is in the state un- 
executed, one if in the state executed). 

-Available (initially, all variables are available). 
- Eliminated. For the eliminated values, wealso 

need a cmcse-list consisting of those other executed 
generators which are responsible for the elimination. 
The current values of the generators on the cause-list 
are incompatible with the eliminated value of the con- 
sidered generator. 

We take care that the cause-list defines a partial 
order over the generators, i.e. each generator comes 
after the generators in its cause-list. As pointed out 
further, this assures the completeness of the search. 

As with a traditional backtracking algorithm, we 
attempt to execute all generators and constraints (the 
constraints as soon as possible). To execute a generator, 
an available value is selected and turned into the cur- 
rent one. The method diverges from traditional back- 
tracking when a conflict arises: either an unsatisfied 
constraint or an exhausted generator. 

3. Backtracking - a-rough approach 

When a constraint C(x1, 1, . . . . xi,,,) is unsatisfied, 
the conflictset consists of tile generators G(xi, r ), . . . . 
G(xi,m) of the involved variables. With an exhausted 
generator (all variables eliminated) the conflictset con- 
sists of the union of the cause-lists. The current values 
of the generators in the conflictset are incompatible 
with each other: either they violate a constraint, or 
they are responsible for the exhaustion of a generator. 
To solve the conflict, one of the generators, the cul- 
pit, has to retract its value. Its current value is elimi- 
nated, the cause-list consists of the other generators 
in the conflictset. 

In choosing the culprit, we have to respect the par- 
tial order induced by the cause-lists. Because the cul- 
prit comes after all other involved generators, the cul- 
prit has to be last in the conflictset. Whenever differ- 
ent generators are last, heuristics can be used to select 
one as culprit, i.e. the largest number of available val- 
ues, the size of the repercussions (see below). 

Turning the culprit into the state unexecuted and 
retracting its current value possibly has repercussions 
for other generators and constraints. Constraints with 
the retracted variable involved also return to unexe- 
cuted. All eliminated variables with the culprit in 
their cause-list return to the state available. This 
involves a loss of information. A more sophisticated 
system like Doyle’s [4] will save the incompatibility 
stored in the cause-list. We feel, in many situations, 
rediscovering such a conflict is preferable to spending 
space for saving it and computation time for inspecting 
its eventual reappearance. 

After this ‘intelligeut’ backtracking, the algorithm 
will resume normal execution. It will search for a first 
solution. To obtain another solution, we simply add a 
constraint which rejects the found solution, i.e. a con- 
flict with all generators G(xi), . . . . G(x,) as conflicts&. 

4. Argument for completeness of the search space 

- Our intelligent algorithm correctly derives solu- 
tions, indeed, all constraints are satisfied. 

The statements about incompatible subsets deriv- 
able from the cause-lists are correct; i.e. a cause-list 
about a value of xi containing the generators of xj, 1, 
. . . . kin states correctly that this value of Xi is incom- 
patible with the current values of xj, 1, . . . . Xj,g . 

- Suppose (x~,~, . . . . x,,,) is the first solution 
derived by the intelligent algorithm. The traditional 
algorithm will surely derive the same solution. It will 
also be the first solution when: 

(1) The chosen total order over the generators 
respects the partial order corresponding to the solution 
derived by the intelligent algorithm. 

(2) The lexical order imposed on the possible val- 
ues of a generator is such that the eliminated values 
are selected before the current value and the remaining 
available values after the current value. 
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proof. suppose a lexical smaller solution is derived, 
i.e. (xI,~, l **9 xi- l,g, xi,*, l 9 x’,,S Y ) a solution equal in 
the first i - 1 components but smallet in the ith com- 
ponent. The assumption that the set xI,~, . . . . xi-i,s, 
x’i,s can be extended to a solution leads to a con- 
tradiction Indeed, x\,, (lexical smaller than ~1,~) is 
eliminated by the intelligent algoritbm. Its cause-list 
indicates that it is incompatible with a subset of XI,~, 
. . . . xi-f,* (due to the partial orderl). Thus, the frrst 
solution derivable by the traditional algorithm is also 
(x&s, l *a9 xll,* )* 

- Rejecting this first solution by adding a special 
constraint, the intelligent algorithm will derive a new 
first solution. With the same constraint added, we can 
a@n impose an ordering which allows a traditional 
algorithm to find the same solution. Eventually, once 
the intelligent algorithm cannot derive another solu- 
tion, we can again define a traditional algorithm that 
cannot fmd another solution. Thus, our intelligent 
algorithm derives the same set of solutions as a tradi- 
tional algorithm. 

Once all minimal conflictsets have been derived, we 
have to backtrack until all are removed. A useful heu- 
ristic to order the conflictsets is: 

- the size: first the smallest (strongest conclusions); 
- between conf’lictsets of equal size: the one having 

the smallest number of culprits because the induced 
orderrelation is minimal. 

Backtracking on a variable which is part of 
remaining minimal conflictsets also solves those con- 
flicts. It results in a loss of information (a value has 
only one conflictset). More sophisticated systems [4] 
will save such information. 

Possibly, this idea can be generalized: analysing all 
constraints triggered by the execution of a generator 
(instead of one). 

6. Example 

A simple example from Ma&worth [6] is as fol- 
lows: 

5. Backtracking - a finer but more time and space G2@4), cZ(x3, ti), G,(xs), CZ(X3r XS), cl&, x5). 

consuming approach 

When violating a constraint C(xi, 19 . . . . xi,n) we took 
the generators of all involved variables as conflictset. 
However, sometimes only a subset of these values is 
sufficient to violate the constraint; e.g. a constraint in 
two variables x1 agd x2 can be violated by some val- 
ues of x2, whatever is the value assigned to x1, the 
constraint will be violated. It is sufficient to take the 
generator of x2 in the contlictset and we can draw a 
stronger conclusion: the cause-list of that value of x2 
is empty and that value will never be considered again. 

The generators Gr range over the set (a, b, c}, the gen- 
erators G3 over the set (a, b}; the tuples satisfying Cr 
are {(b, a>, (c, a), (c, b)}, the tuples satisfying C2 are 
{ ( a, b)). Assuming that generators and constraints are 
selected from left to right, the traditional backtracking 
algorithm will generate 27 partial tuples before 
detecting the unsolvability of the problem. 

With the rough backtracking, the behaviour is as 
follows: 

We can define minimal conjlictsets. A conflictset 
G(xt,i), l **¶ G(q,,,) is minimal when none of its proper 
subsets is a contlictset. 

We get a more accurate backtracking behaviour ’ 
when we always derive the minimal conflictsets. To 
derive the minimal conflictsets of a constraint in n 
variables, we have to query a n-ary relation: ‘does 
there exist a tuple satisfying the n-ary relation under 
the given k (k < n) assignments?’ We clearly have a 
time/space trade-off between responsetime and repre- 
sentation of the relation. For possible representations 
see [l]. 

(a, a, a) x3 + a eliminated by xl. 
(a, a, b)xs + b eliminated by x1. 
Exhaustion of x3, {xl} is the conflictset; definitive 
elimination (empty cause-list) of xl + a, generator 
x2 is unaffected. A traditional algorithm will genm 
erate (a, b, a) . . . . 
(b, a, a) x3 +- a eliminated by x2. 
(b, a, b)x3+ b eliminated by x1. 
x3 exhausted, {xl, x2) is the conflictset, x2 + a 
elimirrated‘by XJ. ) oply a becomes available for x3. 
cb, b, a, a) x4 + a eliminated by x3. 
(b, b, a, b, a)xs + a eliminated by x3. 
(b, b, a, b, b)xs + b eliminatedby x,+. 
x5 exhausted, conflictset {x3, x4}, x4 has to be the 
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culprit, ~9 *b eliminated by x3. 
Exhaustion of a, conflictset (x3 1, definitive elimi- 
nation of x3 + a! 
Exhaustion of xs, conflictset (x1 1, definitive elimi- 
nation of x1 + b, a becomes available for x2, b for 
x3, xs remains executed. 
(c, b, b) x3 + b eliminated by x2. 
Exhaustion of x3, conflictset {x2}, definitive elimi- 
nation of x2 + b, b again available for x3. 
(c, a, b)xg + b eliminated by x2. 
Exhaustion of xs, conflictset {x2}, definitive elimi- 
nation of x2 + a. 
(c, c, b, a) a + a eliminated by x3. 
(c, c, b, b)a + b eliminated by x3. 
Exhaustion of a, conflictset (x3), definitive elimi- 
nation of x3 + b! 
Exhaustion of x3, empty cause-list, failure. 

Only 11 partial tuples are considered. 
With the finer backtracking, we obtain an even better 

behaviour : 
- (a, a, a) the minimal conflictset of C r(xr , x3) is 

{xl), definitive elimination of x1 + a. 

- (b, a, a) the minimal conflictset of Cl(x2, x3) is 
{x2}, definitive elimination of x2 + a. 

- (b, b, a, a) the minimal conflictset of &(x3, Q) is 
{q}, defurritve elimination of h + a. 

- (b, b, a, b, a) the minimal conflictset C3(~3, ~5) is 
{x& definitive elimination of x5 + a. 

.- (b, b, a, b, b) the minimal conflictset of C2(x+ x5) 
is {x,& definitive eliiation of x4 + b. 

- Exhaustion of q, empty cause&t, failure. 

Only 5 partial tuples are considered. Analysing not 
OII& &(x3, ~3) but &O C&4, x3) on (b, b, a, b, a) 
results in an immediate detect’mg of the failure. 

7. Final remarks 

With a modest space overhead, our algorithm 
avoids to stumble time and again over the same incon- 
sistency, it performs an opportunistic search for a first 
solution. 

The use of a partial order over t!!e generators 
restores some symmetry, the savings due to the detec- 
tion that some value of x, cannot yield a solution are 
the same as those due to the detection that some value 
of x1 cannot yield a solution. With a traditional algo- 
rithm, the savings are maximal with x1 and minimal 
(none) with x,. 

This paper is a result from our research in intelli- 
gent backtracking for Horn-clause theorem provers 
rz31. 
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